Construction of a Greenhouse

Thanks to Northern California Construction Training (NCCT), the Farm To Mouth greenhouse has been built.

Farm to Mouth employs individuals diagnosed with a mental illness. The greenhouse is another step in their farm based employment training.

This project was made possible from NCCT and donations from the Sacramento Bee’s Book of Dreams and individual contributions.

Please note that Farm To Mouth has eggs for sale and CSA vegetable/fruit baskets will be going on sale soon! Contact us for more information.

Got an old running vehicle? Since we have added new programs, YCCC is in need of a working vehicle. If you are interested in donating a vehicle contact us. All proceeds are tax deductible.

Are you a professional looking to serve our community? We are looking for interested persons to join our Board of Directors that work in the legal or accounting fields.
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This year:

- Farm to Mouth - Trained 15 employees
- Farmhouse - 57% of residents are employed, volunteer or go to school
- GAP - Provided ongoing homeless outreach in Yolo County
- Harmony House - graduated 2 clients to a lower level of care and 2 clients are employed
- Housing Now - Housed over 24 homeless mentally ill
- Safe Harbor - After Hours crisis support to over 400 callers
- Supported Housing - 59 mentally ill adults remained in housing